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Throughout Shodair’s history, its commitment to Montana’s children has been unwavering.

125 YEARS OF CARING FOR MONTANA’S CHILDREN

1896
Montana  

Children’s Society:  
Shodair began as  
an orphanage for  

kids on the  
“orphan trains”  

from the east coast

1930s
Louis William Shodair (a  

grocer) donated $90,000 to the  
Montana Children’s Hospital to  

build a new wing

1990s
100th Anniversary  

Shodair moved into the  
current building,  

which was originally a  
bowling alley and bar

1935
An earthquake destroyed  

Helena’s St John’s  
Hospital, so Shodair had  

to donate its facility to the  
Sisters of Charity  

Leavenworth to operate  
as an acute care hospital

2020s
Shodair Today

Over 2,500 patients  
served annually

1940s
Shodair Crippled  

Children’s Hospital was  
the only hospital in  

Montana that could care  
for polio patients

2020s
New Hospital  

Project

1980s
Added children’s  

psychiatric services

1950s
Opened the State’s  

only adolescent  
chemical  

dependency  
program

1975
Became Montana’s  

only medical  
genetics program
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 Sanctuary: trauma-informed model of care to build a culture of safety  
where healing can occur – certified this spring.

 Essential healthcare provider in Montana:
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 Trusted psychiatric facility in Montana treating children from ages 3-17
 Only comprehensive genetic care in Montana.
 20% of Children in Montana experience mental health disorder
 Montana ranks in the top 5 states nationally for teenage suicide
 Typically at full capacity with a waiting list

 Treated kids from 44 of 56 Montana counties in 2019 (99% of patients)
 896 inpatient admissions
 253 residential admissions
 4,379 outpatient visits

 2,000 genetics patient laboratory tests
 New Hospital Project will provide Shodair with open, light, hope-filled

spaces and all private rooms, giving our patients an ambiance and
environment suited for healing, designed with the clear understanding
that flexibility and safety are paramount

 Hospital that Montana’s kids deserve

Key Highlights

Shodair Children’s Hospital is the only hospital in Montana to provide both  acute and 
residential psychiatric treatment services for children and adolescents.

OVERVIEW OF SHODAIR CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Our Mission:  
“To heal, help  
and inspire  

hope”

Our Vision: “To  
be Montana’s  

leading resource  
in children’s  

mental health,  
family well-
being, and  

genomic care”



GROWING CONTINUUM OF CARE TO SERVE PATIENTS

Inpatient

Residential

Therapeutic  
Group Home

Day treatment

Outpatient

School-based

Continuum of  
Psychiatric  

Care

Medical Genetics

Cancer Genetics

Biochemical  
Genetics

Genetics Services
Opened 10-bed  

unit for kids  
ages 3-11 in

Feb 2018

Opened in Helena  
in 2018, then  
Missoula and  

Butte

Expanded  
services in 2018 Opened in  

Spring 2018

Pharmacogenetics
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 7 physicians
 8 nurse practitioners
 41 nurses
 30 therapists
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 Led by the Medical Director of Psychiatry (Dr. Heather Zaluski) and the Medical Director of Genetics (Dr.  
Abdallah Elias), Shodair’s clinical staff consists of:

Psychiatry Genetics

 Most difficult recruits are Board-certified child & adolescent psychiatrists, board-certified medical  geneticists, 
RNs, and therapists.

 In Montana, recruitment of this clinical staff is challenging, as well as ongoing retention.
 Shodair’s adoption of the Sanctuary model of care is helpful toward ongoing retention.
 Shodair’s continuum of services have been advantageous in recruiting.
 Shodair’s outpatient locations are newly approved NHSC loan repayment sites.

 Shodair employs more child and adolescent psychiatrists than any other organization in Montana.

Shodair employs more child and adolescent psychiatrists than any other organization in Montana.

ROBUST CLINICAL STAFF

 1 physician
 2 genetic counselors
 2 nurse practitioners
 4 cytogenetic technologists
 3 molecular genetic technologists



99% of patients served in 2019 were from Montana. The distribution of where  patients were from in 
Montana is shown in the map below.

SERVICE AREA: STATE OF MONTANA

Counties making up  
77% of Admissions:

Lewis and Clark (Helena)  
Missoula (Missoula)  
Cascade (Great Falls)  
Gallatin (Bozeman)  
Silver Bow (Butte)  
Flathead (Kalispell)  
Glacier (Browning)
Lake (Polson/Ronan)
Deer Lodge (Anaconda)
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Note: Cities listed next to the County names are the largest city in each county.



 Primary mission: Generate resources to support Shodair Children’s Hospital

 The Foundation also has access to funds raised by the Children’s Miracle Network, which Shodair joined in
1987. As the only Children’s Miracle Network organization in Montana, all CMN funds raised in Montana go
directly to the Foundation.

 The Foundation partners with other organizations throughout the State to generate donor interest in Shodair.
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Foundation Overview & Capital Campaign

The Montana Children’s Foundation was founded in 1977.

MONTANA CHILDREN’S FOUNDATION



 Member of the Children’s Miracle Network since  
1987
 Montana’s only Children’s Miracle Network  

Hospital

 Recognized in 2019 as the Chamber of  
Commerce Business of the Year

 Yellowstone Insurance Safety Award
 3 Years in a Row

 Accredited by the Joint Commission since 1992

 School program accredited by the Northwestern  
Accreditation Commission since 2017

AWARDS AND ACCREDITATIONS
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 From closing units, estimated revenue reduction:
 High Desert: $240,000
 Yellowstone: $720,000
 Group Home: $50,000
 Total Revenue reduction of ~$1 million

 Dedicated administrative and clinical staff
 All salaried employees and physicians took  

significant temporary pay cuts
 Telemedicine outpatient visits generally replaced  

lost revenue from in person outpatient visits
 Received CARES Act Funding: ~$700,000
 Received $3.6mm in PPP Loan, expect forgiveness
 Daily outpatient visits in the mid-30s are at pre-

COVID levels
 Revenue and operating income exceeds pre-Covid  

levels, as of August 2020, compared to prior year
 To date, each unit that was temporarily closed has  

been full upon reopening
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Shodair reacted quickly to COVID-19 to ensure patient safety and to mitigate a significant financial impact  
by temporarily closing certain units. Volumes have returned to pre-COVID levels and demand has  

increased, with monthly revenue exceeding prior year.
COVID-19 Operational Changes COVID-19 Financial Impact & Recovery

 Temporarily closed 10 bed High Desert Unit,  
elementary school inpatient.

Yellowstone unit,

 Closed: Mid-March
 Reopened: April 27
 Current Occupancy: Full

 Temporarily closed 20 bed  
middle school residential.
 Closed: Mid-March
 Reopened: 12 beds on May 11, 8 beds remain  

closed
 Current Occupancy: Full

 Temporarily closed 6 beds of the 12-bed  
therapeutic group home
 Reopened: 6 beds on May 11

 Outpatient visits via telemedicine increased
 No significant impact on Genetics, except that  

Clinic Visits switched to telemedicine

COVID-19 IMPACT AND RECOVERY



REPLACEMENT FACILITY PROJECT
Hopeful | Safe | Flexible | Open | Intentional
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 The New Facility will be 131,676 square feet with 82 private rooms, increasing from the existing building  of 
100,000 square feet and 40 semi-private rooms with a total of 74 beds.
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 The New Facility will provide for significantly more space and increased safety and flexibility:
 10-bed pods with appropriate emphasis on segregation of patients by age and level of care
 Addresses increased need to accommodate gender diversity as the number of patients with gender  

fluidity continue to increase significantly
 Service updates will accommodate patients previously unable to be admitted with special medical  needs
 New layout will allow Shodair to treat patients with aggressive behavioral issues that the current facility  

does not allow for
 Overall the New Facility will feature more natural light and color, less visible technology and a generally  

less foreboding atmosphere to contribute to the overall comfort and well-being of patients
 Will feature multiple clinical meeting and family gathering places to accommodate necessary care and  

vital social interaction with family and loved ones

Shodair and the Montana Community Recognize the Need for a New Facility

Shodair acquired the existing building, which then operated as a bowling alley and bar, in 1983. With the first  
addition to the building in 1988, all services and staff were moved to the current location. In 2006, the Grasslands  

building was completed and added 20 acute psychiatric beds to the facility.

REPLACEMENT FACILITY PROJECT



 131,676 square feet on four levels: basement, 1st floor, 2nd floor, 3rd floor. Footprint of ~61,000 squarefeet
 Existing hospital demolished, except for Grasslands building (2006). Demolition after New Facility complete
 New Facility includes four main areas atop a partial basement:

 Public and therapeutic administrative area: To provide new public entry with café space and public  
and family meeting areas

 Educational classrooms: On the second level to provide learning environments for residential care  
patients and flexible multi-use spaces

 Physical recreation and patient therapy: To include a gymnasium and pool with additional space for  
patient therapy and multiple outdoor spaces that patients can access

 Housing units and patient therapy on two separate wings over three floors on the south side, with nine  
distinct units of care:

• Two Residential High School Units: 10 beds + 2 flex, per unit (20 beds + 4 flex total)
• Two Residential Middle School Units: 10 beds + 2 flex, per unit (20 beds + 4 flex total)
• Two Acute Adolescent Units: 10 beds + 2 flex, per unit (20 beds + 4 flex total)
• One Acute Children’s Unit: 10 beds

 Renovation of existing Grasslands building for administrative space
 Existing building support shop will be relocated, with a new building, to the southside of the campus
 A new medical office building, not part of the financing, will include Shodair’s genetics lab and outpatient  

services, in addition to other space for potential partnerships
 The Medical Office Building will be constructed by a developer and leased back to Shodair
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REPLACEMENT FACILITY PROJECT DETAIL



FACILITY CONFIGURATION & FLOOR PLANS
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ARCHITECTURAL SITE PLAN
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 New Hospital Building/Site
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October 2020 – December 2022
October 2020 Start
January 2021 Start
March 2021 – May 2022

 Early Site/Utilities/Shop Buildings
 Structural/Foundation/Below Grade MEP
 Architectural/Mechanic/Electrical/Landscape

 Grasslands Renovation January 2023 – June 2023

 Demolition of Existing Hospital Building March 2023 (after patients/staff move)

 Remaining Site, Parking, Pool August 2023 – December 2023

 Medical Office Building November 2021 – October 2022

Construction Schedule

Shodair’s team has outlined a conservative construction schedule and cost estimate.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE



Challenges



SHODAIR: SERVING MONTANA’S CHILDREN
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Questions/  
Comments

Contact:
Craig Aasved

406.444.7501
caasved@Shodair.org

Thank you

mailto:caasved@Shodair.org
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